II. Stillwater, Oklahoma

Sept 1956 - March 1961

4.5 years

Hanner Hall - lived in different rooms each semester.
Airport - lived in the tower summer of '57
211 1/2 Knoblock - last semester.
Hollis, Oklahoma - summer of '60
OSU family housing (from WWII) fall of '60 - March '61
This was a very critical and important time in my life, perhaps like most kids, but I was fortunate to be
able to go to college and have all my life looked back on the school, my jobs, my learning, and getting
what I went to Stillwater for: a degree and a commission as a second lieutenant in the Air Force; indeed,
this was the time of my life between my mother and my wife...would not trade for any of this - not any.
No, I did not do this by myself. From Dad getting me a scholarship ($1,000.00 in Hotel/Restaurant
Administration - that was $250 a year) and my number two dad Tiner Lapsley getting me through the
flight training and letting me fly for the University and work my way through school, I owe a lot both in
thanks and gratitude for the privilege. I am forever thankful - it was truly as much fun as one could have
going off to OAMC.
1956 - Fall - Worked in the Union as a bus boy, waiter, in the Student Union restaurant, and some time
in the college hotel. The courses were ROTC, English, Chemistry, Food Preparation, Hotel Admin, Art.
Did good my first semester with a 3.1 GPA with 17 hours.
1957 - Spring - ROTC, Chemistry, Algebra, Am Hist, Hotel, Know Your Bible, and my first AV ED
class earning a 2.25 GPA with 16 hours.
Summer 57 - AV ED, AV ED, and Am Hist was GPA of 2.43. This was a tough summer at the airport.
However, starting my second year (now OSU) I had 40 hours behind me with a GPA of 2.65. Looking
back at my transcript and seeing the four years of working at the airport, and going to school part time
(it seemed) was just - actually - growing up. I took 15 hours of AV ED which was all the courses taught
in flying to include a commercial, instructor, and multi-engine ratings/certificates. These classes, of
course, enabled me then to instruct and fly charter for the university for almost the next four years.
The ROTC classes added up to 24 hours including five hours for summer camp in 1959. The rest of the
classes after I changed my major from H & R Admin to Air Science (AF ROTC) were a mixture of
geography, history, biology, climatology, humanities, physics, psychology, economics, two classes on
the Bible and Jesus, photography, marriage, and public speaking.
The school work was, again, for the degree to get a brown bar so I could go to pilot training. The college
experience also including meeting Jeanne and working toward getting married as we met in the fall of
my junior year and married right after my graduation. We then went back to OSU in the fall of '60 so
she could attend class while we were waiting for my pilot training class in starting in April of '61.
I wish I could show you the pictures in my memory of going to school - walking to class across campus
of the best school in Oklahoma, going back and forth for a while from Ardmore to Stillwater with
friends, hitch hiking, and finally flying back and forth; going back and forth to the airport and enjoying
the students, cutting grass, parking the airplanes, and flying the faculty of OSU to include the president,
Oliver S. Willham who told me first about the name change from OAMC to OSU in 1957 while I was
flying him back to Stillwater from Tulsa - he had just gotten approval in Washington.
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Just beginning my third year in Air Force ROTC at Oklahoma State University.
See 1959 Redskin for pix - p. 158 Arnold Air Society, 317 Hanner Hall, 422 Flying Aggies, 529 JR.
The 1960 Redskin - p. 363 Flying Aggies (Supervisor), 457 Senior, 557 Wing Staff, 565 Officer's Club,
574 Arnold Air Society
Freshman - AF ROTC "Cadet of the Year"
Sophomore - AF Drill Team
Junior - wing staff (ah, ask me about the parades!)
Senior - Cadet Wing Commander for the 52nd Wing (Tuesday drill) - Second semester.
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This young lady caught my attention at the Willard co-ed dining hall. Jeanne was a freshman when we
met, pledged Alpha Delta Phi, was a runner up as a cheerleader, and joined me later on with the Flying
Aggies.
See the 1959 Redskin pp. 247 Sorority House, 328 Stout Hall, 397 Home Econ, and 566 FR class.
See the 1960 Redskin pp. 209 Willard Hall, 363 Flying Aggies, and 506 Soph Class.
I proposed to her and gave her a ring during a flight at night on April 30, 1959 in a Piper PA-18. She had
just gotten out of aquatic class and did not have any rings on her fingers so that helped; and the fact we
were spinning to the left and I told her if she didn't put the ring on I would spin us into the ground...
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One of the most enjoyable and satisfying tasks as a flight instructor, and there is a great deal of pride in
working and flying with someone to get them to the point, is to get them to their first solo flight. This
picture and flying with Allen was on 20 March 1960 right before I graduated. My log books shows he
was the 42nd student with "1st supervised solo." There were a total of about 54 of these events. Course,
this was just a start as they had to receive cross country training, supervised solo flying, and more
training to meet the FAA standards to be recommended for a check ride. It was busy, took time, but fun.
My flying with private pilots was just part of my flying at Stillwater as I filled in with the charter work
flying department, college, and university heads all over Oklahoma. Flew the basketball team, coaches,
and other members of the faculty staff.
I have some very pleasant memories "working my way through college flying airplanes."
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History/Time Frame for my College Flying
The history for this time frame is recorded in my logbooks. Can I tell you how much fun it was to go
back and live, breath, smile, and fly again - back in college? Have kinda had these ole books in a filing
cabinet and didn't think much about going over some flying 60 years ago - well, I spent some time in
them looking up some names, trips, and students. The breakdown and big picture for the flying is:
Years Hours
1955 - 8
1956 - 77
1957 - 304
1958 - 816
1959 - 778
1960 - 814
1961 - 232
Total - 3,060

Eight hours to solo in Ardmore
Private pilot flying in Ardmore and with the Flying Aggies.
Private pilot/Flying Aggies till 4 June then Flight training IP certificate 1 Oct
Flying OSU
Flying OSU - Spraying
Flying OSU - Spraying
Jan-Apr OSU
last entry for college

Some numbers and high points:
Had ~70 hours (5 hours Jet time) before I got grounded at OAMC (a hot rock trying to be cute).
Had ~100 hours when I started my training at OSU. Lowell C. Highfill, was my instructor.
Cross country training in Cessna 180 to Monterrey Mexico.
Had ~260 hours when I started working as an instructor.
Instructed 276 hours the summer of 1958 at SWO.
Got high altitude training in a Cessna 195 with Hoyt in/out of Taos, New Mexico.
Logged my 1000th hour IP time with Jean Elliott on 3 May 1959 ARD to SWO in N83390.
Summer of '59 flew Aeronca to Phoenix (Luke AFB) for ROTC camp and back - about 28 hours.
Summer of '59 instructed at Hollis and trained to do aerial spraying.
Got 2000 hours total time Dec 1959.
Graduated OSU with 2370 total hours.
Summer of '60 sprayed a complete season in Hollis.
Fall/spring till 11 April at SWO instructing MEL, private pilot, instrument, and flying charter.
Finished OSU with total flight time of 3,060 hours before going to pilot training in the AF .
Favorite Airplanes at OSU
Aeronca Champs - especially N4160E (had the number "1" painted on the side) and N83390.
N8826B - Cessna 172 - flew it for three years and also on my honeymoon.
N4012D - Cessna 182 - the work horse of training and charter.
N1024D - Cessna 195 - there were two (73A) - a man's aeroplane...loved flying it.
N2067P - Piper Apache (light twin) - used for charter and MEL work - fun ole airplane.
N6879D - Piper Super Cub (PA-18) - was a trainer at school and converted to sprayer in summers.
Stories, happenings, and some flying
* I bought on ole '49 two door, black, Ford sedan in the fall of '57 because the motor bike just couldn't
hack going to the airport on a rainy day - or get through the mud holes in the rotten dirt Airport road
from highway 177 to the hangars. The Ford burned more oil than gas and didn't last long. I bought a '50
Mercury from Hoyt and had the chrome taken off and then had Carl our aviation mechanic paint it
white. Wish I still had it, or better, had saved it for Jim. What a great ole car. After we were married I
had a good weekend spraying and bought a new 1960 Chevrolet Impala (I at least made the down
payment on it) - everyone has seen my "Big '60!". My father-in-law said I had rocks in my head for
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having two cars and owing money on one of them. Later on in life he said he was wrong. The '60 lasted
47 years, had 196,000 miles on it, went through two engines (357/with four barrel and pipes), repainted
and reupholstered. Jim sold it on the first call and it was gone. I didn't have that much left on the house
but I did get to pay the note off. And, listen to me, if I had know the feeling of being out of debt, I would
have paid the loan off a long time ago! Emily can you keep Grammy's ole yellow VW for 40 years?
* After my little episode of being grounded I had to fly dual only and the only person that would fly
with me was Lowell C. Highfill. After I cut my deal (borrowed money which I paid back spraying in
1963) to go back to school I hand picked Lowell to be my instructor through the commercial and flight
instructor. He was a tall, country acting, transport pilot from WWII and was pretty serious. So, after we
got going but not too far into my training we had a spin flight. I was lugging an ole parachute seat pack
to the ship parked out in the grass just off the ramp. As we stepped through the gate he asked me how
many holes there were on the end of the prop. I said I didn't know. He pressed and asked why a wooden
propeller would have holes in it. Annoyed I said something like "Well, I don't know and don't care. How
can we log flying time talking about holes in a prop?"
(Listen...I am going to get a lesson...)
We were about four feet from the ship and as I went to open the door he told me to put my chute down
under the wing and sit down on it. "We are going to preflight today - you are not flying." Ask me if I can
tell you about not only why a prop has holes but how many there are on wooden, fixed pitch, Sensenich
propeller of a Continental four cylinder horizontally opposed 65 hp air cooled engine?

(Pix from Don Cary)
* After engine start we would taxi up to and hold short of the runway by turning into the wind at a 45
degree angle and do our pre-take off check list: CIGFTPR
C - Controls: Left turn, left aileron up/right aileron down. Stick back, elevator up, stick forward elevator
down. Right rudder pedal in, rudder right goes right. Left rudder pedal in, rudder goes left.
I - all engine instruments check - going over each one for temperature and oil pressure.
G - Gas: enough for the lesson - full, 3/4, half - or go back and get some gas.
F - Flaps: set for take off - n/a for Aeronca Champ (this training is for all airplanes not just the Champ.
P - Propeller; full forward for max rpm (takeoff setting) - Note: n/a on Aeronca Champ...
R - Run up: Engine to 1500 rpm to check magnetos and carburetor heat.
The acronym, by the way, for this check list is Cowboys Inspect Girls For Tight Pants Regularly.
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* I do not have a map with pins on everywhere I have been in an airplane but this would be a good way
to spend an afternoon doing the pins for college, AF, EJA, Braniff, the Learjet, and the stunt flying. I did
one time go back to see I had flown to Tulsa (TUL) and back from Stillwater (SW0) at least 154 times and even to this day have never driven between the two cities.
Didn't go very far in college except flying Don Cary's Aeronca Champ (see note above) to Arizona and
back. Had another trip to Monterrey as an instructor in June of 1958 - Matter of fact, I flew a Cessna 180
for my third "international" trip in Jan of 1960. A few trips in the 195 to Iowa, Kansas, and a couple of
trainers east to football games. I have page after page after page of just going around the field:
Date - SWO - Local -Aeronca...
* Let me tell you the story about Wanda Jacket. This is about a lady student pilot that I soloed and some
of my training philosophy for turning one loose to make their very first flight. I have told this story to
every Air Force Instructor Pilot Upgrade class I ever taught as it fits in for them too, but this is a story
from my college days.
Wanda, the wife of an Army officer (going to graduate school at OSU) was transferred over to me in a
pre-solo status and I was told to fly her as much as she could stand for the next few days. She was an
avid learner and a very pretty lady. I enjoyed my flying with her.
To go solo there are - as best as I could do with each student - three things: (a) they had to be consistent
with having the stick all the way back in their gut when they landed - and keep it there as the airplane
stalled and made contact with the runway. I could wax eloquently and maybe paradigmatically about
how the air goes over and under the wing of an Aeronca Champ but I will say the ship has a splendid
wing. We knew when it quit flying releasing a consistent and even break across the wing that could be
anticipated and felt in the stick and in the seat of our pants. From a glide a pilot must break or slow
down the descent by leveling off a few feet from the runway, milk the speed down as the ship gets closer
to the runway and then let it stall and fall - about two inches. So, the stick had to be all the way back
when they landed - and held there till the ship slowed down. A great wing on a great trainer.
(b) During one of the training periods before solo but as they were getting close to solo, I would direct a
climb to about 3,000 feet but close in to the field and have them shut the engine off, slow down till the
prop quit turning, establish a glide, set up a pattern, and have them land dead stick on the runway. This
is one maneuver every pilot should experience. It was great for student confidence building.
(c) I would simulate a forced landing in the traffic pattern on climb out, turning downwind, downwind
before turning base and anywhere else until the student could at least know where the field was, set up
an approach, and make a landing - course, most of the time I would add the power and continue up and
away but they had to stay ahead of the aeroplane and not turn away from the airport and try to land land
on the golf course or the hi-way.
Back to the rush to get Wanda soloed. She did well in the hot days of June and everyone during the last
couple of hours before she soloed would stand in the terminal to watch and anticipate her flying by
herself. The time came as we landed early in the flight and I told her to pull off to the side and stop. I got
out, tied the rear seat belt to keep it out of the way, and told her to visually clear the inbound approach,
take off, shoot two touch and goes, and make the third a full stop.
I stood off to the side smoking a cigarette while she did exactly that. She stopped to pick me up, she
taxied in and we tied the plane down and went to the waiting crowd where I cut a small piece of her shirt
and made the notation of her first solo with date, airplane, and signed my name with certificate number.
A great day.
Oh, the rush you asked? And why all the emphasis on getting the stick all the way back with Wanda?
She was eight months pregnant.
* On one occasion I gave a person their first airplane ride and actually talked them through the take off
and landing with out me touching the controls...in a Cessna 172. That was quite a day. A good student!
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A very special day while at summer camp with the AF ROTC at Luke AFB, AZ in the summer of 1959.
I won the camp Flying Motivation Award (Second Place) and got my first ride in an F-100F and we
went to the range at Gila Bend for some air-to-ground attack with bombs, rockets, and cannon. It was
great! "Left range, right traffic, lead is in white and hot!"
The instructor here has the call sign "Victor" but was not my pilot that day. Pat Townsley is also getting
an F-100F ride. (Pat went to OSU with me and was later killed in an F-101B VooDoo crash at Hamilton
Field, California. For a while I kept up with his son "Pat" but don't know where he and his mother went.)
I can remember waking up early at Luke hearing the Stearman's being flown by the crop dusters all
around the field.
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My Flying Aggie students last semester: Pat Townsley, Robert Rolling, Dwayne Lyles, Jim Kevin, Don
Schwab, Hall Allen, Stanford Pierce, Phil Selvidge, Hal Breeze. I don't have a picture of my Flying
Aggie of the Year...for some reason.
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It has been said how important your grandfather is...
but we know this is only half the story.
This is the better half.
I was so lucky...
(so were you)
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May you kids have half the start Grammy and I had.
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You must ask me about spraying cotton!
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Terminal Building for Searcy Field (SWO) Stillwater, Oklahoma (circa spring '60)
Oklahoma State University Flight Training Department, Flight Service, Maintenance, & Central Airlines
top
Joy Raymond, Lowell Thomas, Jack Gibson
Steve Stevenson, Gary Heartsill, Norene Lapsley, Mary Babb
Bill Reichardt, Tiner Lapsley, Hoyt Walkup
first row
Central agent, Arlin Bradley, Winsor, Jack, Don Cary, Larry Mansur, Carl Sexton, Shorty Sutton
Missing: Russ Babb, Lowell Highfill, Fred Cary, Sally and Charles Broyles (and more...)
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(Picture from Don Cary)

The ole Aeronca 7AC Champ.

My stacks of ole log books
***PRESS ON TO PART III - ACTIVE DUTY AT WEBB AFB***
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